Meeting Minutes, 10 June 2019
Pemba, Mozambique

LOCATION
Pemba, Mozambique – INGC Compound

DATE
10 June 2019

CHAIR
Logistics Cluster

PARTICIPANTS
COSACA, Helpo, ICRC, IOM, MSF, OM, UNFPA UNICEF, WHO.

ACTION POINTS
- Partners to share road access information with the Logistics Cluster.
- Partners to share transporters list and the Logistics Cluster will compile a global list to send to partners.

AGENDA
1. Road Access and Constraints
2. Common Services Update
3. Partner Updates

1. Road Access and Constraints

- Partners informed the Logistics Cluster that there were no transport nor storage gaps in Pemba.
- The availability of commercial warehousing as well as transport companies is confirmed, and the Logistics Cluster will share the list of transporters with partners.
- The remaining logistical gap remains the access to the Mucojo area.
- Partners were invited to share information they have on road access with the Logistics Cluster. The latest Access Constraints map can be found on the Logistics Cluster website here.
- According to the Public Roads Department the road from Macomia to Mucojo is scheduled to be opened on Wednesday 12 June.

2. Common Services Updates

Air Operations
- One Mi8 helicopter will remain available to the humanitarian community until 14 June to ensure urgent cargo reaches areas that remain inaccessible by road.
- On Tuesday 11 June, due to a mandatory day of maintenance, no flights will be operated by the Mi8.
- The Logistics Cluster will facilitate as many SRFs as possible given the three remaining days available for air transport.

Storage
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- The Logistics Cluster common storage in Pemba still has space available for partners. Partners should submit an SRF to mozambique.clustercargo@wfp.org if they wish to store their goods. There is also currently space available in the containers at the airport for cargo that is to be airlifted.
- The Mobile Storage Units (MSU) on Ibo Island, Macomia and Mucojo have been erected and partners were reminded that they are now available for use by the humanitarian community. Those interested should submit an SRF.
- The Logistics Cluster hasn’t received any SRF for storage on Ibo island.
- Storage availability in the containers at Pemba airport will end on the 14 June with the air operations.

Sea Operations
- The contract for the boat that will be contracted by WFP has been finalised and the customs documents are now under review at Maputo level. The Logistics Cluster will advise partners as soon as the vessel becomes available to serve Ibo, Matemo and Mucojo.
- In the meantime, discussions are underway regarding the potential use of the locally available smaller vessels that could be deployed from Pemba to Mucojo. The Logistics Cluster will advise partners of the outcome of these discussions.
- Sea transport from Pemba to Mucojo is approximately one day, depending on the weather conditions and the type of boat.
- Once sea transport will be available up to Mucojo, a tractor and a trailer will be available to transport cargo from the beach to the Logistics Cluster warehouse in Mucojo.

3. Partner Updates

- WHO informed attendees that the cholera vaccination campaign will take place from 17 to 21 June in Pemba, Mecue and Mecufi.
- IOM informed that they could share with other partners the boat they are currently using to transport NFIs.
- UNICEF informed the Logistics Cluster that they will have School in a Box kits that will need to be transported and stored in Ibo and Macomia warehouses.

The next Logistics Cluster coordination meeting will be held on 17 June at 16:00 at the INGC Compound.
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